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PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG 
 
I would like to thank all exhibitors for their entries and to the  society for inviting me to judge this 
prestigious show .It is five years since  my last PMD judging appointment in this country and I was 
delighted with the  standard of the exhibits. Generally a great improvement in head type with many  
truly lovely one piece heads and expressions derived from having correct eyes  and fill. I found, without 
exception, temperaments to be perfect and dentition  very good with only one example of a level bite. 
Pigmentation is also very  good. All dew claws were good, well-formed and properly connected. I was 
also  pleased to see many animals with the correct length of leg and hock. Feet could  do with a little 
more attention as some had good feet with an excess of hair  which spoilt their shape. I was a little 
disappointed with movement in general,  accepting that it was a hot day, many dogs cannot move in a 
straight line and  tend to crab with little drive and extension. Many dogs are too narrow in chest  and 
lack width both coming and going. Again, thank you for your entry, it was a  pleasure and honour to go 
over your dogs.  
 
PD (1) 1 Kenyon & Ward  Charibere Simply Special At Chezanna. Very impressive puppy, must have a 
great  future. Wonderful eye shape, colour and set. Excellent pigmentation, dentition,  and his skull and 
frame are now developing well. Moderately angulated front and  rear. I appreciated his length of leg and 
hock. BP.  
 
JD (2) 1 Bowker  & Gibson Febus Mauvezin. Another super youngster with that far away  expression we 
are trying to achieve in the breed, produced by a wonderful eye,  well set. Tight lip line. Skull of correct 
proportions. Good dentition. Medium  angulation front and rear. Correct length of leg and hock. Moved 
well holding  level top line. 2 Kenyon & Ward Charibere Simply Special At Chezanna.  
 
PGD (5,3) 1 Bowker & Gibson Febus Mauvezin. 2 Ford Kalkasi Dances With Wolves  For Montimur. 
Blaireau dog of good size. Well pigmented with nice dark eye.  Strong bone, correct angulation nice feet.  
 
LD (2) 1 Meakin Jazanah  Josephinite. Substantial well made male with good bone and correct 
angulation  front and rear. Has good pigmentation and moves very soundly. 2 Jones  Gillandant Silent 
Whisper. Good overall proportions to head, I would prefer a  little less upright stop. Good dentition, eye 
shape and colour. Not moving as  well as one.  
 
OD (5) 1 Pollard Gillandant Rockafella. Impressive male of  excellent size and substance. Lovely overall 
head shape with correct fill under  eye, and sloping stop. Good eye colour and shape and correct ear 
placement.  Well angulated front and rear. I would prefer a little more depth of chest.  Moved steadily. 
CC. 2 Baverstock Ch Kalkasi In High Spirits Jw Sh.Cm. Very  impressed with this dog's head and 
expression. He has wonderful pigmentation  and dentition. Eyes are of the correct colour and shape, 
well placed ears and  has the correct fill under eyes. He has the overall far away expression.  Correct 
length of leg and hock, not as well angulated as one, but a very worthy  Champion. RCC. 3 Bowker, Boyd 
& Gibson Am Ch Gianni Versace (Imp)  
 



MPB (4) I really enjoyed this class of beautiful puppies. They will change places  many times. 1 Edwards 
Gillandant Leyla Via Shanlimore. Another baby of  wonderful quality. With the head and expression that 
I am always looking for.  Coal black pigmentation, good proportions to head correct eye, colour shape 
and  placement. Excellent fill under eyes, tight lips, good dentition. Well made  with strong bone, good 
angulation moved holding her top line with drive and  extension. 2 Bowker & Gibson Viskalys Berry Berry 
Xtroadinary TAF (Imp)  Real baby here in this company. She is beautifully proportioned and is very  
sound. I enjoyed her head and expression, she has good pigmentation and  dentition and a correct eye. 
Her movement is her strength as she is truly  straight coming and going and has lovely drive and 
extension. 3 Pollard  Gillandant Sizzling Spice.  
 
PB (4,1) 1 Edwards Gillandant Leyla Via  Shanlimore. 2 Bowker & Gibson Viskalys Berry Berry Xtroadinary 
TAF (Imp) 3  Pollard Gillandant Sizzling Spice.  
 
JB (2,1) 1 Vogler Merzurlaska Zianon  Lace. Substantial youngster with good bone and frame.Good 
pigmentation, bite  and dentition. Strong neck and medium angulation. Moved soundly. A beautiful  
balanced shape overall.  
 
LB (4,1) 1 Veale Shanlimore Pandora At Jojims.  Mature bitch well prepared with long flowing coat. Good 
pigmentation, good  angulation and very sound. Would prefer a more oblique eye and less upright  stop. 
2 Vogler Pyrdanti Solitaire Of Merzurlaska. Good pigmentation, bite, eye  shape and placement, 
substantial bitch with medium angulation, nice overall  shape not moving as well as one. 3 Duffell Kalkasi 
Misty Star Of Ricaduffal.  
 
OB (5,1) Another wonderful class of quality females. 1 Pollard Ch Gillandant Sugar  And Spice JW. 
Magnificent female who could not be denied top honours today. She  has a wonderful head with correct 
expression. Good pigmentation, dentition.  Correct eye and well placed ears. She is correctly angulated 
and has correct  feet. She moves with drive and authority. CC & BOB. 2 Ford Ch Gillandant  Kiss And Tell 
At Desalazara. Another wonderful bitch of quality and a worthy Champion.  She also has good 
proportions to her head, excellent nasal pigmentation, eye  shape and colour. Well angulated front and 
rear. Correct overall proportions  and is very sound. RCC. 3 Edwards Ch Zalute Zeona Via Shanlimore JW. 
 
   K  Savage 


